
Depending the necessity for visualization of the
clock state and the measurement rates (SYNC,
CFD, TAC, ADC) SPC_get_clock_state() and
SPC_read_rates() can be called.
Depending on the chosen stop condition and
for detection of fifo overflows SPC_test_state()

needs to be called

First call allows for synchronization of stop
condition with the data that is still in the fifo
(see SPCM-DLL Description). From there on data
should be collected until the current frame is
complete (frame marker).

All fifo data after a fifo overflow can not be correlated
to the image matrix properly. The measurement can
either be discarded as a whole or the fifo stream
needs to be back tracked to the last frame marker and
subtracted from the image matrix.

Some parameters will be rounded to the
next possible value due to the parameters
granularity therefore indicating what is
read from the module after writing the
parameters is highly recommended

If the fifo data stream was not
processed on the fly but stored (i.e.
for performance reasons) the image
matrix can be calculated after the
finished measurement.

The fifo data stream can either be stored for later
processing or processed on the fly (this processing
should be done in a separate thread) and then be
discarded (this introduces an information loss but saves
memory space). Depending on the user/application
chosen stop condition the stream has to be analyzed for
markers correlating to the chosen stop condition(s)
(should be done in a separate thread)

Allocate memory and fill with zeroes (depending on the
necessities for the chosen language / compiler / interpreter).
The size in bytes is determined by the product of the pixel
resolution in X and Y direction, the desired ADC resolution
(hardware delivers 4096 as parametrized but smaller values
are possible with software re-binning while processing the fifo
stream), number of routing channels and variable size for each
time-bin

(Fix) values for fifo-imaging mode:
• mode = 5 (fifo 32 bit with markers)
• stop_on_time = 1 (if wanted see collect_time)
• dither_range = 128 (for 1/16)
• counter_incr = 1

• routing_mode = 0 (no routing channels)
• adc_resolution = 12 (not changeable)
• pixel_clock = 1 (external source) User selectable values (given values should be seen 

as example for a starting point):
• tac_range = 50.0336 [ns]
• tac_gain = 2

• tac_offset = 5.0 (in %)
• tac_limit_low = 10.196 (in %)
• tac_limit_high = 89.804 (in %)
• cfd_limit_low = -50.0 [mV] (a.k.a. threshold)
• cfd_zc_level = 5.3 [mV] (a.k.a. zero cross)
• sync_threshold = -71.0 [mV]
• sync_zc_level = -5.3 [mV]
• sync_freq_div = 1

• collect_time = 10.0 [s]

Show actually set parameters

Check measurement status:         

SPC_read_fifo( )

Store/analyze/process data

Frame synchronous stop condition

Asynchronous stop condition && frame finished

Fifo overflow

Start

SPC_init( )

Checked all 32 possible modules (used to be 8)

Chose module

Stop

SPC_set_mode( )

SPC_get_module_info( )

SPC_get_eeprom_data( )

SPC_get_parameters( )

Adjust parameters

SPC_set_parameters( )

SPC_get_parameters( )

Prepare empty container for n-dimensional “image”

SPC_get_fifo_init_vars( )

SPC_start_measurement( )

SPC_test_state( )

state.MEASURE

*Post process stored data

SPC_stop_measurement( )

SPC_stop_measurement( )

Discard measurement

User choice / automated choice by preset
This should be used for all following dll-calls that require mod_no
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For information about the dll-functions [SPC_...()] see
the SPCM-DLL Description document. It contains a list
of all functions, information about the width and
nature of the used type names (see section “Using DLL
functions in LabView environment”) as well as a
description for every function including its input
arguments and return values.

This should be done
in a separate thread

mode = 0 (hardware mode)
force_use = 1

SPCModInfo struct (see spcm_def.h)

Serial number from
SPC_EEP_Data struct (see spcm_def.h)

Parameters can be read and written as a whole or every
parameter on its own (see SPC_get_parameter() and
SPC_set_parameter()). When reading/writing the whole
parameter set the SPCdata struct is used. It is described in
the spcm_def.h that is provided with the TCSPC-Package.
The parameters shown in this example are only a subset of
all possible parameters and should be understood as a
minimum selection working for this example.

SPC_close( )

*Save image data

Mapping for bits and meaning can be found
in the dll-description and in the spcm_def.h
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DLL-call flowchart for FIFO imaging
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SPC_get_clock_state( )

MT_clock [0.1 ns]

SPC_read_rates( )

SPC_test_state( )

Stop “Check measurement status” loop
when not done by fifo overflow

Asynchronous stop condition

(Once an asynchronous stop condition is 
detected SPC_stop_measurement() should 

be called one time. Then data should be 
collected until the current frame is completed)

https://www.becker-hickl.com/literature/documents/dll-descriptions/spcm-dll/
https://www.becker-hickl.com/products/tcspc-package/#product-overview

